
“We needed to increase 
customer reach while 
lowering costs.”

In 90 days
Merkle leveraged Adobe Marketing Cloud to 
transform the digital experience for a global 
insurance company with 33 million customers 
in 16 countries.

CASE STUDY: Insurance



CHALLENGE
This global insurance company was searching for an innovative approach to improve 
its marketing investments, while focusing on the following outcomes:

 • Improve effectiveness in media investment for acquisition purposes

 • Increase the number of multi-product holders by expanding customer 
identification and cross-sell opportunities

 • Improve customer experience by pushing more relevant messaging, across 
various channels 

THE SOLUTION 
Merkle developed, implemented, and activated a 90-day quick win plan leveraging 
Adobe Marketing Cloud’s set of solutions – Adobe Audience Manager, Adobe 
Campaign, Adobe Analytics, and Adobe Target. 

Integration efforts included the use of first-party site data for retargeting, exclusion, 
and segmentation. In addition, Merkle’s team of specialists efficiently led the 
discovery and creation of traits and segments based on requirements to unify online 
data with rich CRM data to drive personalization.

RESULTS 
To challenge the best existing media programs, Merkle pushed segments to paid 
search as the first activation channel, producing the following results:

 • 10 times greater reach than previous efforts

 • 4 times the uplift in click through rates

 • 75% reduction in cost per sale (£13.40 to £3.46)

Merkle’s services continued to expand beyond the initial project by delivering ongoing 
managed services to support audience builds and the maintenance of Adobe 
Audience Manager. Additionally, Merkle continues to drive knowledge transfer, build 
internal teams, and optimize customer journeys through analytics and integration
of technologies.

Merkle’s partnership with Adobe creates the ideal solution for enterprise brands, combining the expertise 
of one of the world’s leading people-based performance marketing agencies with the industry’s 
highest-rated marketing cloud.

Want to learn more?  Visit merkleinc.com or contact us at marketing@merkleinc.com

10X greater 
reach, 4X 
uplift in CTR

SPECIALIZED  Adobe Analytics
SPECIALIZED  Adobe Campaign
SPECIALIZED  Adobe Experience Manager


